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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, February 03, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWH5 576^0 S 22^0 5,667 23783 -366 Basis (H): +40/+80 +80 +135/+155 +325/+400 

MWK5 579^4 S 21^2 3,376 19577 +379 Info:  nominals cars nom/cars cars/nominal 

MWN5 586^4 S 20^4 1,411 9937 +350 Change: unch/unch unch/dn 20 unch/unch dn 25/unch 

MWU5 594^2 S 19^6 295 6926 +230 Mpls Truck: -35  +15 +40 

MWZ5 616^0 S 20^0 341 1050 +345 Portland (H) Feb Mar Apr Aug (MWU) 

MWH6 576^0 S 22^0 38 5796 +61 14%proBasis  +270/+300 +230/+300 +240/+295 +125/+150 

Totals:   11,128 67,082 +999  unch/up 25 unch/up 20 unch/up 5 unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 736 Options: 22 

Receipts on the Floor:   
172 cars and 3 trains 

Implied option vols: 
H: 25%K: 23%N: 23% 

Spring wheat basis was mixed witht eh spot market steady/weaker 
but PNW much firmer. Farmer selling was absent for most of the 
day but we did see an increase in hedge pressure at up 20 on the day.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets exploded higher today with wheat closing up 21 cents in WH, 24 ½ in KWH, and 22 
higher in MWH. Corn gained 16 and beans nearly 30 cents. Wow! The macro picture changed with a 
dramatic break in the USD and a rally in energies and this really seemed to be the trigger to flipping the 
managed money order flow in grains. In typical momentum fashion, wheat was higher early and often 
and rallied throughout the session closing on or near daily highs—just the exact opposite of yesterday’s 
trade. Egypt stepped up to the plate buying 300,000 tonnes of French and Romanian wheat, and 
paying up for the Romanian, which is unusual (their purchases are usually at one price point). World 
wheat trade is clearly stepping up here with Jordan and Iraq also tendering in the wake of Saudi Arabia 
and Egypt.  
 
Open interest continues to swell in WH and KWH as funds have extended short-selling over the last 
several weeks. Amazingly, WH and KWH open interest rose even though the final week of January 
including the Rogers roll. The commercial short open interest in those contracts has been replaced with 
a technical fund short as both H/K spreads saw huge volumes trade at levels deep into commercial 
bids. That is structurally bullish for both WH and KWH going forward as those funds have to either roll 
forward or cover the flat price short. Cash markets in both SRW and HRW are firm with values posted 
above DVE.  
 
Spring wheat saw very interesting trade today. We had a big push higher with an early buyer that 
actually rallied MW intermarket premiums to new move highs as MW outpaced gains in Chicago and 
KC. Spring wheat futures and basis values are very attractive to end users who have been very active 
extending coverage and it is likely that the rally today triggered additional coverage by those who were 
waiting for signs of a bottom. But as values traded to up 20 on the day and higher we did finally see 
some hedge pressure come in that backed off intermarket premiums. MH/WH traded 67 but then 
closed 62 ¼, still up a penny on the day and posting a new high settlement. MH/KH traded up to 24 ½ 
but then closed at 17, down 2 ½ for the day. KH/WH closed at 45 up 3 ½. Calendar spreads continue to 
firm as the trade becomes aware of strong cash values and the size of fund shorts in the front end. But 
perhaps most impressively, MW H/K today shot up to a new high on huge volume as the roll here 
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begins in earnest. Much of the trade was around -2 ½. Minneapolis calendar spread options (CSOs) 
are now available for trade and the even money call traded at 3 cents with the bid ask 1-3 going out. 
There is still a huge amount of open interest to tackle in WH, KWH, and MWH. Additional USD 
weakness could trigger more short-covering from the macro sector. Significant farmer selling in grains 
may still be substantially higher. Additional risk premium is warranted in wheat given strong old crop 
cash values, lower US new crop acres, the poor establishment of the Black Sea winter wheat crop, and 
the current environment of hyperinflation in Russia and Ukraine and policies restricting free exports.  
 
–Austin Damiani 


